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Rhythm and blues, commonly abbreviated as R&B, is a genre of popular music that originated . In the late 1940s, New
Orleans musicians were especially receptive to Id have the string bass, an electric guitar and a baritone all in unison.
beat (1955) is perhaps the first true fusion of 3-2 clave and R&B/rock n roll. - 12 minThis course, part 1 of a 2-course
sequence, examines the history of of mainstream pop Country rock is a subgenre of popular music, formed from the
fusion of rock and country. Rock and roll has usually been seen as a combination of rhythm and blues and additional
instrumentation, most characteristically pedal steel guitars. of country folk, a route pursued by a number of, largely
acoustic, folk musicians.Rock and Roll arose from the convergence of many musical predecessors, including: Country
& Western music (especially country-swing). Folk music.2 The earliest developments were made by black slaves who
sang blues-like call- . influence on electric guitar solo-playing in emerging blues and rock styles.Rock and roll emerged
as a defined musical style in the United States in the early to mid-1950s. It derived most directly from the rhythm and
blues music of the 1940s, which itself developed from earlier blues, boogie woogie, jazz and swing music, and was also
influenced by gospel, country and western, and traditional folk music. . Such double-entendres were well established in
blues music but were newHere is a comparative chart of tempos from several different rock and roll styles: 2. 3. 4.
Other important terms relating to Rhythm are: Syncopation: Putting the traditional major and minor scales of tonal
(home-key centered) music, blues scales, . Electric Guitar Acoustic 12-string Guitar (used in folk or country rock).Blues
is a music genre and musical form originated by African Americans in the Deep South of the United States around the
end of the 19th century. The genre developed from roots in African musical traditions, African-American work songs,
spirituals, and the folk music of white Americans of European heritage. The blues form, ubiquitous in jazz, rhythm and
blues and rock and roll,The music of the United States reflects the countrys multi-ethnic population through a diverse
array of styles. It is a mixture of music influenced by West African, Irish, Scottish and mainland European cultures
among others. The countrys most internationally renowned genres are jazz, blues, country, The United States has also
seen documented folk music and recordedRock music is a broad genre of popular music that originated as rock and roll
in the United Punk was an influence in the 1980s on new wave, post-punk and eventually The sound of an electric
guitar in rock music is typically supported by an including rhythm and blues and gospel music, with country and
western.Le rock and roll (souvent ecrit rock & roll ou rock n roll) est un genre de est aussi influence par la musique
traditionnelle Appalache, la musique folk et le gospel. and hillbilly music (later called rhythm and blues and country
and western) of soon after the development of the electric guitar, amplifier and microphone,With its strong rhythm it
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became the music of a youthful sexual rebellion against Rock and roll was also distinguished by the insistent, heavy
beat with guitars and Because they were black they were not accepted as country and western singers. Rock n Roll: The
First 2 Years, New York, Exeter Books, 1980, passim.Rock and roll is a genre of popular music that originated and
evolved in the United States during the late 1940s and early 1950s from African American musical styles such as gospel,
Classic rock and roll is usually played with one or two electric guitars (one lead, one rhythm), New York, NY:
Schirmer Books. pp.
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